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Depression creates more burden globally than nearly any other physical or mental disorder, yet 

surprisingly, little is known about what can be done to prevent its onset and, as Copeland et al.,1 

in this issue of JAACAP, address, what the long-term outcomes of youth depression are. The 

existing medical literature on outcomes of child and adolescent depression is large enough for 2 

recent reviews,2,3 which point out the key gaps in our understanding. Does childhood depression 

actually worsen adult outcomes, or is the driver really all the associated childhood adversity and 

comorbidity? Although we know women suffer disproportionately from depression, are 

childhood predictors specific to girls or boys? Is it worse to have many episodes of depression in 

one’s youth than a few? Do subthreshold depressive symptoms impact adulthood too? Finally, is 

it important, in adulthood, whether depression began in childhood or adolescence? 

To shed light on these understudied issues, Copeland et al.1 examined data from the over 2 

decades-long study, longitudinal Great Smoky Mountains Study (GSMS), consisting of children 
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from 11 predominantly rural counties in North Carolina.4 Data from 3 cohorts of children, ages 9, 

11, and 13 years old, were extracted from a dataset of 12,000 children, resulting in 1,420 

participants (49% female participants) oversampled for youth depression. Annual assessments 

were completed with youth and parents until age 16 and then again without parents at ages 19, 

21, 25, and 30. Depression was defined as DSM-IV major depression, dysthymia, and depression 

not otherwise specified, where a present episode was any endorsement of sufficient symptoms 

over the past 3 months. Socioeconomic status, unstable family structure and dysfunction, 

maltreatment, and peer victimization were also assessed. In addition, use of youth mental health 

services was identified.5 Adult functioning was assessed across 4 domains: health, risky or illegal 

behaviors, wealth (financial and educational), and social function. Regression models were used 

to determine differences in adult outcomes by childhood and adolescent depression status. 

Regarding the findings of the study, somewhat unsurprisingly, childhood and adolescent 

depression was associated with elevated rates of adult anxiety, depression, and substance use 

disorders. Childhood and adolescent depression was also associated with worse adult functional 

outcomes: physical health, risky or criminal behavior, financial and educational, and social 

functions. Importantly, these effects of early depression appear to be independent of other 

childhood psychiatric comorbidities and adversities. Of note, when depressive behaviors were 

considered only at ages 25 and 30, childhood depression continued to be associated with 

diagnostic, substance, health, and social outcomes, but not with risky or criminal behavior or 

financial and educational outcomes, as was seen at ages 19 and 21. Readers may be surprised to 

learn that a child’s biological sex was not associated with adult outcomes. The authors helpfully 

note that “although the mechanisms by which depression emerges differ by sex, the mechanisms 
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by which depression affects later outcomes appears to be shared.”1 Given that this finding is 

somewhat counterintuitive, it seems to warrant replication in additional samples. 

Perhaps the study’s most interesting findings pertain to the influence of the amount, timing and 

treatment of depression during childhood and adolescence on adult outcomes. As expected, the 

risk of poor adult outcomes was elevated for those with higher levels of exposure to cumulative 

depression. The important nuance here is that subthreshold depressive symptoms also showed 

associations (albeit weaker) with adult depression and functional outcomes, even if subjects 

never met full DSM-IV criteria for depression in their youth. The authors summarize that “it is 

not merely a diagnosis of depression that is associated with long term outcomes, but the 

persistence of elevated levels of depressive symptoms.” For most adult outcomes, there were no 

differences in risk based on age of onset. Although for anxiety disorders and social problems, 

adolescent-onset depression was more strongly associated than the childhood-onset form. The 

authors note that this finding runs counter to previous conceptualizations of child-onset 

depression as a distinct subtype with the poorest prognosis.6, 7, 8, 9 Finally, the authors 

identified a positive effect of treatment of childhood depression on adult diagnostic status and 

found that receipt of specialized mental health services (vs primary care treatment) was 

associated with lower risk for any adult psychiatric disorder, with the greatest influence on adult 

anxiety disorders (ie, treated subjects were almost half as likely to have diagnoses in young 

adulthood with an anxiety disorder). Interestingly, and unfortunately, treatment of youth 

depression did not influence nonpsychiatric adult functional outcomes. 

Although this analysis of the GSMS dataset provides a number of important new findings, it is 

worth reflecting that it addresses only psychiatric and functional outcomes associated with 

childhood and adolescent unipolar depression in young adults (up to age 30). Although the 
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rationale for excluding mood symptoms associated with bipolar disorder and schizoaffective 

disorder is sound (ie, low incidence), these disorders, when present in youth, may have adult 

outcomes distinct from the forms of unipolar depression studied by Copeland et al.1 Adulthood, 

as defined in this study, is still only a very early window into later life, and findings may differ 

substantially in later decades. Of course, study samples extending from childhood into mid-

adulthood are difficult and costly to maintain, but are necessary to answer such questions, and 

hopefully future analyses with this and other samples will address this area. 

This work validates the enormously important findings of how impactful early depression is.10, 

11, 12 Reports of innovative but intuitive findings that subthreshold depression can also 

influence adult outcomes question prior conceptualizations that child-onset depression is more 

deleterious than adolescent-onset10, 11, 12 and finds that treatment of youth depression yields 

some benefit on anxiety disorders during young adulthood, an observation which has not been 

reported previously.13 Given the fairly low effect size of treatment of depression in youth,14 any 

long- term benefit is welcome news for the field. Thus, this work frames the need for effective 

preventive and treatment interventions, given the potentially lifelong impact of youth depression 

(even subthreshold forms) and provides hope that treatments we have are worth amplifying and 

spreading. 

Unfortunately, despite sound methods and a reasonable sample size, individual child-level 

characteristics that could generate “high risk” groups (and therefore targets for personalized 

treatment studies) eluded the researchers. It may be that this sample and these methods are not 

sufficient to detect true characteristics, but more likely, clinically observable data (eg, symptom 

counts from parent and child report questionnaires) do not provide the specificity needed for this 

type of fine-grained classification. Genetic, physiological, and brain-based data collected in 
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longitudinally followed samples may provide the framework needed. The authors suggest that 

efforts to reduce children’s exposure to depression through reduction in psychosocial risk factors 

(eg, caregiver instability and maltreatment)15,16 is the public heath “take away” from their work. 

They hint at the Herculean task that this would be for society. Better stratification to determine 

which children are most vulnerable to depression would certainly make targeted psychosocial 

efforts more feasible. Finally, functional outcomes in young adults were not impacted by youth 

treatment, even when that care came from specialized settings. This finding suggests the need for 

novel depression treatment efforts that could be expanded from existing treatments to target 

employment, education, and physical health targets in youth, in the hopes that treatments sustain 

adult functionality as well. Until those and other innovations are developed, this study highlights 

the imperative to expand access to quality specialty care for youth with depression. 
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